Abstract

The distributed systems upon which modern life depends, from medical record storage to Facebook, are built upon shaky foundations. No programming language, framework, or system designed for distributed applications possess both the flexibility necessary to express complex protocols, and strong security guarantees. I propose TinyTX: a new programming language and runtime which possesses both the strong distributed system guarantee of serializability, and the strong security guarantee of non-interference. TinyTX is built around a new primitive, the Single Write-Site Transaction (SWST), which I believe to be a natural and powerful building-block for complex protocols. This language is not specifically designed to be intuitive for programmers. Instead, we will provide a solid foundation to which the distributed programs of the future will compile, enabling strong analysis of security, correctness, and optimization.
1 Motivation

Many of today’s most popular applications, such as Google, Facebook, or Twitter, are fundamentally distributed: they cannot be run entirely on one machine. Not only would it be far too much work for one computer, but these applications involve communication from one person’s machines to another. Every year, new reports arise of popular applications failing or leaking private data because of some subtle design flaw or security oversight. Programming languages can provide the tools to solve these problems: not just to patch new holes as they are discovered, but to make programs secure and correct by design.

2 Problem

We need programming languages that make it easy to reason about the security and correctness of high-performance distributed systems. While a number of languages and frameworks exist to build specific kinds of distributed systems, or perform certain kinds of operations [60, 25], each has its own limitations, and demands a complex analysis. Often these languages are too restrictive in their abilities or too focused on some application to model complex distributed protocols such as Consensus [12, 52] efficiently. No programming language presents a sound framework for constructing low-level distributed protocols that are easy to reason about both in terms of security and correctness.

Looking to address these problems, we find there are many questions left unanswered:

- What is the natural building block for distributed protocols?
- How can that block be implemented?
- What are its security implications?

At first blush, it might seem that the natural building block, the minimal unit from which we build everything else, would be the message: a piece of information transferred from one site (computer, server, machine, location) to another. Yet storage is another critical component of distributed systems: they must remember information. What’s more, they must be able
to compute functions on information stored: otherwise, such a system can only store and replicate data. Messages do not capture this.

Perhaps, then we need a different building block, one which reads information from storage at one site, sends it to another, computes some function on the information, and then store the results. How should we set up this information storage? What exactly can a block read? The simplest answer would be to assume each site stores some set of data, each uniquely identified with a key, and a block reads from one key and writes to another. However, distributed systems must be able to compute functions that take into account multiple data: we might want to calculate, say, the average grade in a class using a system that stores each student’s grade.

Therefore we propose the Single Write-Site Transaction (SWST) as a natural basis for distributed protocols. Intuitively, each SWST reads data (potentially located on disparate sites), computes some functions on this data, and writes the output to some destination site. The details we leave to section 3. With these as our core unit, we introduce TinyTX.

SWSTs have a fairly straightforward security requirement: all the data used as the input of a function must be permitted to influence the data written as a result of that function. In line with prior work on Information Flow based security [26, 36, 42, 93, 67], we assign each datum a security label, which describes which other data it is permitted to affect. Our language thus tracks the flow of information, and programs allowing insecure flows are considered incorrect.

To make reasoning about SWSTs as straightforward as possible, we’ll make them fully serializable. Serializability is a popular abstraction that can help make distributed programs easier to reason about. Each program is divided into transactions, (in our case SWSTs), each of which can be thought of as executing atomically: any results observed should look as if one transaction were executed after another, in some “serial” ordering. [69]. Another advantage of SWSTs as a building block is that unlike traditional transactions, SWSTs can in the best (and hopefully most popular) case be committed with only a single message send from wherever Data is read to where it is written [34]. This makes them an extremely fast, efficient base unit from which to construct distributed programs.
3 Approach

TinyTX will be a new, low-level language for distributed systems, featuring information-flow based enforcement of non-interference. Unlike most prior languages, it is not our goal to build a language for the convenience of the programmer, but rather for convenient analysis: TinyTX will express distributed programs and protocols efficiently, and in a way that facilitates reasoning about security and correctness. It will also form a sound basis for constructing and reasoning about higher levels of abstraction.

The most important unit in this language is the Single Write-Site Transaction (SWST). These are terminating transactions which begin with a predetermined set of Data they read, a set they write, and total functions to derive the latter from the former. Furthermore, all the written Data must be at the same site (which can be thought of as a node, location, machine, server, or store). This makes it possible (in the best case) for SWSTs to commit after only one message send from the site of Data read to the site of Data written. These SWSTs will be fully serializable, and I believe will serve as powerful building blocks for larger, more complex protocols.

For example, we can create an abstract site, which is itself composed of other sites, and whose basic operations are defined with SWSTs. It might represent a storage location with more availability, or storage space than any constituent site could provide. We can then write SWSTs that write to the abstract site.

Programs written in our language will consist of a set (possibly infinite: there might be, say, one for each integer) of such SWSTs. The compiler will analyse this set to determine which SWSTs, under which circumstances, conflict with which others. Ideally, one SWST would have to wait for another’s completion only when absolutely necessary.

This is also a Security-Typed Information Flow language seeking to preserve Non-Interference: Each Datum has a security policy limiting which other Data it may affect. This can be used to model a wide variety of security-related issues, including failure-tolerance [80]. Non-Interference requires that for any observer, and any event (practically speaking, in our case, SWLT), the observer’s view of the system after the event is solely determined by its view before the event. No information which is barred from flowing to the observer should influence any outcome it can see.
3.1 Primitives

3.1.1 Data $d$

I assume the existence of some type Data. Storage sites will store these Data in key:value pairs.

I assume that Data include unique nonces (as in, when one is generated, we can be sure it will not be generated independently elsewhere). These allow Data to serve as unique identifiers for other Data entries. I also assume that Data include lists, sets, and tuples of Data, as well as some manner of NULLs value.

$$d := [d] | \{d\} | \langle d, d, \ldots, d \rangle | nonce | NULL | \ldots$$

3.1.2 Labels $\ell$

Associated with each Key, stored Datum, or variable of type Data is a label. If a datum or variable $d$ has label $\ell$, we write $d : \ell$. Labels act a lot like types.

Labels express whether one datum is permitted to influence another. When a datum with label $\ell$ can influence a datum with label $\ell'$, we write $\ell \sqsubseteq \ell'$. This property is transitive: $\ell \sqsubseteq \ell' \sqsubseteq \ell'' \Rightarrow \ell \sqsubseteq \ell''$. Therefore $\sqsubseteq$ acts a lot like subtyping: if $\ell \sqsubseteq \ell'$, then wherever a Datum with label $\ell'$ can be used, a Datum of label $\ell$ can be used instead.

$$\frac{d : \ell, \ell \sqsubseteq \ell'}{d : \ell'}$$

Furthermore, each site $s$ has two associated labels: $\text{outbound}(s)$ and $\text{inbound}(s)$:

- $\text{outbound}(s)$ represents the lower bound on data flowing from site $s$. If some datum with label $\ell$ could have been influenced by $s$ (such as if it were stored on $s$) then $\text{outbound}(s) \sqsubseteq \ell$.

- $\text{inbound}(s)$ represents the upper bound on data which may flow to site $s$. If some datum with label $\ell$ might influence data on site $s$, then $\ell \sqsubseteq \text{inbound}(s)$.

These labels are prescriptive: they are parameters of the system describing the security clearances and reliability of the sites. Therefore, if some piece of information with label $\ell$ is stored on a site $s$, then $s$ can influence the information, so we require $\text{outbound}(s) \sqsubseteq \ell$. Additionally, $s$ would have
access to the information, so we require $\ell \subseteq \text{inbound}(s)$. Putting these two
together, it is clear that for any site which stores any information, we re-
require $\text{outbound}(s) \subseteq \text{inbound}(s)$, in essence that information may flow from $s$
to itself.

We assume labels form a lattice, where $\ell \subseteq \ell \sqcup \ell'$, $\ell \sqcap \ell \subseteq \ell$, and both $\sqcup$ and
$\sqcap$ are commutative. As shown in prior work, a lattice of labels can express
rich availability, integrity, and confidentiality policies.

3.1.3 Keys $k$

Data stored are identified by a key containing a site (considered to be the
“primary site” at which this Datum is stored), a label representing the secu-
riety of that Datum, and a unique identifier, which is another Datum. Using
an arbitrary Datum as an identifier is reminiscent of traditional Hashtables,
in which more or less arbitrary objects can be used as keys.

$$k := (s, \ell, d)$$

The label of the key itself is equivalent to that of the identifier Datum it
contains:

$$(s, \ell, d_k) : \ell \leftrightarrow d_k : \ell$$

If a Key $(s, \ell, d_k)$ is used to store a datum $d_v$, this effectively requires $d_v : \ell$. The label $\ell$ is meant to represent the security level of information stored
with this key. As a result, multiple different Data may be stored under keys
which differ only in the label component. This in some ways resembles Secure
Multi-Execution systems, in which different versions of Data are kept for each
security level \[28, 39\]. This also avoids the “aliasing problem” encountered
in some prior Information Flow storage systems \[?\]. Because the label of the
Datum stored is part of the key, it is not possible for two different entities
to attempt to store data with different security levels under the same key.

3.1.4 Functions $F$

We assume the existence of total functions $F : d^n \rightarrow d$. Reasoning about
non-termination is hard, so we’ll skip that for now. These functions map
some number of Data arguments to a Datum return value. The label of the
return value is the $\sqcup$ of all the arguments’ labels.

$$F : d : \ell_1 \times d : \ell_2 \times \cdots \times d : \ell_n \rightarrow d : \ell_1 \sqcup \ell_2 \sqcup \cdots \sqcup \ell_n$$
The following (relatively standard) subtyping rule applies to the labels of inputs and outputs:

\[ F : (d : \ell_i)^n \rightarrow d : \ell_F \quad \forall i. \ell_i' \sqsubseteq \ell_i \quad \ell_F \sqsubseteq \ell_F' \]

\[ F : (d : \ell_i')^n \rightarrow d : \ell_F' \]

We also assume allow total functions with return type \textit{Boolean}, acting as predicates. We can calculate labels for these \textit{Booleans} as if they were Data.

### 3.1.5 Timestamps \(t\)

Data stored is timestamped. Timestamps represent a logical time which is monotonically increasing. It may be helpful for optimization purposes for this to correlate in some way to clock time.

Timestamps have equality = and comparison < operations (with \(t_1 \leq t_2 \equiv (t_1 = t_2) \lor (t_1 < t_2)\)). Timestamps also have an \textit{increase} operation \(\text{incr} : t \rightarrow t\), such that \(t < \text{incr}(t)\).

### 3.1.6 Transaction Identifiers \(tid\)

At the launch of each transaction, a unique \(tid\) is generated for that specific instance of that transaction. These are storable, totally ordered, and each encodes a site representing where the transaction writes. This site is written \(s(tid)\).

\(tids\) are totally ordered largely for deadlock-breaking purposes: as in the distributed dining philosophers’ problem, it is advantageous when breaking cycles to have ordered identifiers [16].

### 3.1.7 Sites \(s\)

Sites, intuitively, represent physical machines which store data. Each functions as a key:value store.

A site \(s\) specifically stores key:value pairs

\[ \langle s', \ell_k, d_k \rangle : \langle d_v, t, \{k\}, \{tid\} \rangle \]

Which associate each stored Key with:

- a datum
- a timestamp
• dependencies: a set of keys representing other data which have affected this datum in the past

• read_locks: a set of transaction identifiers representing which transactions have read this datum, but may not have committed yet. read_locks themselves have no labels. They are used for serializing SWSTs, but never communicated to another site. Thus, the only site that learns the read_locks is precisely that site which has taken part in all the transactions listed, and we need not worry about read_locks leaking information.

Furthermore, it is assumed that all such pairs are cryptographically signed by site $s'$. In this way, they can be transmitted via roundabout channels, and still maintain integrity.

If a site $s$ stores a pair with a key $\langle s', \ell, d_k \rangle$, then it is required that $\text{outbound}(s') \sqsubseteq \ell \sqsubseteq \text{inbound}(s)$, since the Datum can flow from site $s'$ and has flowed to $s$.

If a site $s$ stores a key:value pair $\langle s', \ell, d_k \rangle : \langle d_v, t, \{k\}, \{tid\} \rangle$ such that $s = l'$, then the pair is said to be stored at $s$. $s'$ can be called the primary store for that pair. Otherwise, the pair is said to be cached at $s$.

Sites maintain Multiversion Concurrency Control with Read Locks, as it will allow single write-site transactions to maintain serializability with the fewest message-sends in the best case. Intuitively, each time a stored value is changed, all values upon which that change depends are cached at its site, and only the highest-timestamped cached values are used. As part of Multiversion Concurrency Control, sites cache all information which has affected information they store. This is part of preventing inconsistent (non-serializable) updates. While this caching process can seem extreme, there are well-known optimizations which result in not only acceptable, but excellent performance in MCC systems [61].

To prevent one transaction writing “while” some value upon which it is dependent changes, transactions read-lock values until their completion. In the best case, wherein the value to be written is not read-locked, only one round of messages must be sent before transaction commit, with another afterwards to remove read-locks.

A site $s$ must provide a few basic operations:

• remove_tid: $k \times t \times tid \rightarrow ()$
If a tuple is stored with the given key and timestamp, and if that tuple’s read lock tid set contains the given tid, remove it from the set.

- **get**: \(\langle s', \ell_k, d_k \rangle : \ell \times tid \rightarrow \langle d_v, t, \{k\}, \{tid\} \rangle : \ell \sqcup \ell_k\)

Get takes in a key, and returns the most recently written stored value affiliated with that key. To simplify semantics, if there is no such pair, one is created and stored with a NULL datum, some initial timestamp, and empty sets.

The resulting key: value pair’s signature (signed by \(s'\)) is assumed to be retrievable. It can be stored with the tuple. For tuples with a NULL datum, an initial timestamp, and empty sets, this signature is not necessary. All tuples can be safely said to have been NULL at “initial time.”

Finally, the input tid is also inserted into the stored tuple’s read lock tid set. This represents a transaction reading a value, but not yet committing.

The label of get’s return value is the \(\sqcup\) of the label in the key, representing restrictions on the datum stored, and the label of the key, representing restrictions on data flowing to this access. This prevents the result of a get from flowing to anyone not cleared to receive information about the data stored, or the fact that the access happened.

- **put**: \(\langle s', \ell_k, d_k \rangle : \ell \times \langle \langle k : \ell_i, d : \ell'_i, t \rangle \rangle \times (APPEND \mid t) \times F \times \{tid\} \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

Put takes in a key, a list of timestamped dependencies (including key, value, and timestamp each), either a timestamp or the APPEND flag, a function, and a set of tids. The set of tids can be thought of as representing the transaction executing the put, and possibly others with which it commutes. It returns a Boolean, representing whether or not it was successful.

In essence, put computes \(F\) using some of the dependencies as input, and stores the result under the key given.

In order for put to label-check (be secure), some basic information flow properties must hold. Ideally, these would be checked at compile time.
– The fact that this write is occurring must be permitted to affect the information stored

\[ \ell \sqsubseteq \ell_k \]

– The Datum being stored must be permitted to flow to the site executing the **put**:

\[ \ell_k \sqsubseteq \text{inbound}(s) \]

– The site associated with the datum being stored, \( s' \), must be sufficiently trusted to provide data with the given label:

\[ \text{outbound}(s')\sqsubseteq\ell_k \]

– If \( F \) is a function of \( n \) inputs, then the first \( n \) dependencies in the list must be permitted to flow to those inputs. Furthermore, the output of \( F \) must flow to the Datum stored, and with the given label:

\[ F : (d : \ell_i \sqcup \ell_i')^n \rightarrow \ell_k \]

If \( s \) already has a stored value for the input key, with a timestamp greater than the input one, it does nothing, and returns **True**.

Otherwise:

For each dependency, **Put** updates \( s \)'s stored key:value pair with the new datum iff it either has no prior stored value for that key, or has one with an older timestamp. These new, updated stored values will have empty **read_locks**. This caching process is part of Multiversion Concurrency Control, and ensures that writes to this site are based on a consistent view of the system.

**Put** then evaluates \( F \), using as input its stored Data for each dependency. If the result is equal to the stored value’s Datum, nothing happens, and **put** returns **True**.

If the result isn’t equal to the stored value’s Datum, and the stored value’s **read_locks** have **tids** not in the **tid** set input to **put**, then the value cannot be changed, so **put** returns **False**. Otherwise, the result is stored in place of the old stored Datum.

**Put** then increments (or initiates, if necessary) the timestamp if **APPEND** is input, and otherwise updates it to the input timestamp. **Put** updates the dependency key set with the union of the old set, the set
of keys in the dependency list, and each of their dependencies in their stored entries on \( s \). Finally, \textbf{put} returns \textit{True}.

\textbf{Optimization:} Dependencies are transitive, and as a result, not all of a \textbf{put}’s dependencies will be inputs to \( F \). For syntactic purposes, if \( F \) has \( n \) inputs, the first \( n \) dependencies are the ones to be input to \( F \). For some non-input dependencies, it is efficient to store a “\textit{FETCHME}” flag instead of a datum. In the event this datum needs to be read, a \textbf{get} must be performed. In the event that such a get retrieves a datum with an earlier timestamp, it must be repeated.

Sites themselves are assumed to be capable of serializing \textit{fail-able} transactions featuring sets of these operations locally. Specifically, local transactions should be able to include getting some values, and then using Data from those in a list of subsequent \textbf{puts}. However, in the event that a \textbf{put} in a transaction returns \textit{False}, the transaction aborts, and no effects of the transaction persist. This is the case in which the transaction \textit{fails}. Otherwise, it succeeds.

### 3.1.8 Single Write-site Transactions \( \Delta \)

The conceptual building-block of programs in TinyTX is the Single Write-site Transaction. Each Single Write-site Transaction has 4 components:

- A set of keys representing data read in the transaction. Each key (index \( i \)) naturally contains a label \( \ell_i \) representing the security of the datum. Each key is also itself labelled. The label \( \ell'_i \) of the key itself represents the security of the \textit{fact that the read occurs}. Influencing the key influences what is read and where, and learning of it represents learning of the existence of the read. Therefore, we require that \( \ell'_i \) flows to the site at which the read occurs: \( \ell'_i \sqsubseteq \text{inbound}(s_i) \).

\[
\text{inputs}_\Delta := \{ (s_i, \ell_i, d_i) : \ell'_i \}
\]

- A site at which the write occurs, called \( s_w \).

- A set of values (index \( k \)) to write. Each value to write is expressed as a function, with input being some subset of the data read. Paired with each function is a key, with site \( s_k \), data label \( \ell_k \). The key itself has a label \( \ell'_k \).

\[
\text{outputs}_\Delta := \{ (F_k : d^n \to d, (s_k, \ell_k, d_k) : \ell'_k) \}
\]
Like with the reads, the fact that a write occurs has the security level of its key. For serializability, all writes must happen after all reads, and so the fact that a write occurs implies that all reads occurred:

\[ \ell'_i \sqsubseteq \ell'_k \]

Naturally, the fact that a write occurs influences the value written:

\[ \ell'_k \sqsubseteq \ell_k \]

- A set of “children.” Single Write-site Transactions which launch after completion of this transaction (index \( c \)). Conceptually, each of these transactions will serialize after this transaction. They function as continuations for the purposes of constructing larger programs. There may be other, arbitrary transactions serialized in between.

Paired with each child is a predicate on the data read which determines whether or not to launch the child transaction.

\[ \text{children}_\Delta := \{ (F_c : d^n \rightarrow \text{Bool} : \ell_c, \Delta_c : \ell_c) \} \]

The labels on the keys used by the child transaction, representing the security of “whether or not the events occur,” impose a security restriction on its predicate. All the labels of the reads which input to the predicate must flow to the labels of the keys in the child transaction. We write the \( \sqcap \) of all the labels of the keys in a transaction \( \Delta \) as \( \ell_\Delta \).

Therefore:

\[ \ell'_k \sqsubseteq \ell_c \]
\[ \ell'_i \sqsubseteq \ell_c \]

The site of the writes is the only one that can be sure of knowing all inputs. It must therefore be responsible for launching child transactions. Security requires:

\[ \text{outbound}(s_w) \sqsubseteq \ell_c \]

As the values input to the predicate influence whether or not the child happens, the output label of the predicate must flow to \( \ell_c \).
It may seem that the value of all reads from the transaction flow to children, since children are serialized after all reads, and writes dependent upon those reads. This is not necessarily the case. With the “FETCH ME” optimization from put’s definition, the value of all writes need not be determined prior to launching these children, only timestamps and keys.

\[
\Delta := \left( \begin{array}{c}
inputs_\Delta, \\
s_w, \\
outputs_\Delta, \\
children_\Delta
\end{array} \right) : \ell'_k \cap \ell'_i
\]

3.2 Under the Hood

In implementation, TinyTX would run each single write-site transaction as one transaction per site involved:

- First, all the non-write sites run a local transaction consisting of one get for each read key at that site. This would place read-locks with this transaction’s tid on all values read in this transaction.

- Second, the write site runs a local transaction including one get for each read key at that site, and one put for each write.
If the local transaction fails, then one or more put is writing a value which is presently read-locked by another SWST.

One traditional solution would be to issue remove_tids (via messages to other sites, if necessary) for all gets performed in the entire SWST, and restart the entire SWST. This runs the risk of the “abort channel”

Instead, we retry the final local transaction until it succeeds. If there is no deadlock, then eventually read locks will be lifted, and the transaction will succeed.

---

1Abort Channels are a major subject of prior work (yet to be published) with Tom Magrino, Robbert van Renesse, Andrew Myers, and myself
For now, I’ll avoid addressing livelock, wherein frequent reads ensure that a datum is continuously read-locked by an ever-changing set of SWSTs. In principle, this can be mitigated by delaying get operations. Deadlock breaking is covered in Section 3.2.1.

● remove_tids are issued (via messages to other sites, if necessary) for all gets performed in the entire SWST. This is performed in parallel with the next step.
• Each child SWST is launched iff its predicate evaluates to true. Each value written in this SWST (and its dependencies) is added to the set of dependencies in all writes in all children. This ensures that children are serialized after their parents.
With the “FETCHME” optimization for `put`, it may be possible to launch child transactions before all reads and writes have physically completed.

The actual site of computation is left abstract. This is so that it can be chosen by a clever compiler. In principal, however, an SWST could run in minimal rounds as follows: Initiate with some signature proving the integrity of the keys involved, and transmit to all sites involved. The write site could then echo it to the others upon receipt, to ensure all sites involved are aware of the SWST. Each non-writer site executes its local transaction, and transmits the complete results to the write site. The write site begins its local transaction. If the write site’s local transaction fails, gets are used to determine the blocking read locks, and the local transaction is retried while deadlock-breaking procedures are run (see below). When the local transaction succeeds, the write site calculates the predicates for child SWSTs as inputs become available, launching child SWSTs as necessary. Finally, the write site sends `remove_tid` messages to the read sites, in order to remove read locks for this SWST.
3.2.1 Pop-Up Deadlock Breaking

To avoid actual deadlock without leaking information, I propose a method I call **pop-up** deadlock breaking. I am not aware of an exact pre-existing corollary.

Here I introduce the notion of a **pop-up** message, which is of the form “If read-locks from your SWST were lifted, I might make progress, and then the new values you’d read would be...”

In principal, any deadlock is caused by a cycle of SWSTs, in which each is required to serialize after the next. Since it’s a cycle, no SWST can go first, and no progress is made.

For example, suppose three SWSTs, $\Delta_{\text{red}}$, $\Delta_{\text{green}}$, and $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$ are running at effectively the same time on a system of three sites: called 1, 2, and 3. $\Delta_{\text{red}}$ reads from site 1, and writes to site 2. $\Delta_{\text{green}}$ reads from site 1 before $\Delta_{\text{red}}$ writes there, and so $\Delta_{\text{green}}$ must be serialized before $\Delta_{\text{red}}$. SWST $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$ reads from site 3, before $\Delta_{\text{green}}$ writes there, and so $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$ must be serialized before $\Delta_{\text{green}}$. SWST $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$ also writes to site 1 after $\Delta_{\text{red}}$ reads there, and so $\Delta_{\text{red}}$ must be serialized before $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$. Thus $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$ is after $\Delta_{\text{red}}$, which is after $\Delta_{\text{green}}$, which is after $\Delta_{\text{blue}}$, and so none of the three can be serialized first, and none of the three can remove its read locks: deadlock.

In the event that an SWST’s final local transaction fails, it can identify the read locks which are holding it up. In the simplest case, exactly one SWST in each cycle would issue a **pop-up**, in effect delaying itself until after the others. To issue a **pop-up**, the site of a read-only local transaction
calculates what the result of that local transaction *would be* had it occurred after the waiting SWST’s local-write began. This creates a read-lock on the hypothetical “future” value. It then transmits the results to the same site to which the original results were sent.

The recipient, upon learning of the “more recent” read value, can lift the old read lock, effectively moving the SWST later in the timeline: it “pops up.” With the read-lock lifted, deadlock can be broken, and eventually all SWSTs complete and lift their read-locks, including the one created with the pop-up message.
It is difficult to ensure that exactly one SWST in any cycle will issue a pop-up. Most importantly, no two sites “in a row” can effectively issue pop-ups, since this can create a situation in which the value transmitted in one pop-up is invalidated by another. We can prevent this by requiring that any site that transmits a pop-up ignore incoming ones. However, this presents the possibility that everyone in a cycle transmits at once, and so everyone’s pop-ups are ignored. This we can break with tids. If pop-ups are only transmitted from SWSTs with greater tids to SWSTs with lesser ones, some SWST in each deadlock cycle will be least, and can receive a pop-up but not send one.

Thus our protocol is as follows: If this SWST’s write site has not yet
received a pop-up message corresponding to its tid, and one such read lock is held by an SWST with a lesser tid, then:

- a pop-up message is sent to the least read-locking tid’s write site explaining what would happen if that read-lock were lifted.

- any incoming pop-up messages to this SWST are ignored (queued) until all read-locks with lesser tid’s than this SWST’s are lifted.

In the event that the read site of a tid to whom a pop-up was sent lifts its read-lock, a new pop-up may be sent. If an SWST which has sent pop-ups commits, read locks for the SWSTs to whom it has sent pop-ups must be retained for the committed values. In a sense, the reading SWSTs have already read the new, committed values.

Upon receipt of a pop-up, an SWST which has not yet committed uses the new values in place of its old values read, and releases the old read-lock. It has by definition acquired a new read-lock on the new values read, which it must release when it commits (or, if it receives a pop-up after committing, when it receives that pop-up). Thus the read action of the SWST “pops up” above (after) the write action of another SWST, which had hitherto been scheduled later.

It is clear that in any deadlock cycle, at least one pop-up can be sent. Furthermore, pop-ups cannot proliferate around a cycle, and can break deadlock (making one SWST fully after all others in the cycle). No SWST which has sent out a pop-up proclaiming what its results will be can receive a pop-up, thus changing its behavior and invalidating those results. Thus pop-ups preserve correctness and break deadlocks.

Furthermore, pop-ups carry no information beyond the values an SWST is already cleared to know. They allow no transmission of information beyond the lifting of read locks (which must happen eventually anyway, and is thus timing information) to flow in any direction contrary to labels. Therefore pop-ups are secure.

3.3 Layers of Abstraction

SWSTs can be used to model more complex distributed protocols, including more traditional transactions (which can write to multiple sites), in a way that is easy to reason about, both in terms of security and consistency. For example, we can model more traditional transactions by building abstract
sites, which may be composed of multiple real sites. We have defined the interface which a site must provide, as well as necessary properties of that interface (serializable local transactions featuring sets of puts and gets), and we can simulate that interface with protocols built from SWLTs for each operation. This allows us to build up larger transactional protocols, represented by SWSTs with abstract write-sites.

Traditional transactions (with multiple write sites) have various procedures for ensuring serializability, even across multiple sites. For example, suppose we have sites Gloria, Harry, and Jasmine. If we want atomic transactions which simultaneously write values to multiple of these, we can create an abstract site incorporating all three, and implement an atomic transactional protocol, such as 2 Phase Commit [34].

In traditional 2 Phase Commit transactions, some site is designated the coordinator, and any sites to which information is read or written are called cohorts.

- In the first phase, the coordinator sends the cohorts each a “PRE-PARE” message. Each cohort then determines if it’s already prepared in a conflicting transaction (usually, if one transaction writes a value that the other uses at all, they’re “conflicting”). If there are no conflicts, a cohort becomes prepared for this transaction, and it sends a “yes” to the coordinator. Otherwise, it sends a “no” to the coordinator.

- In the second phase, if the coordinator receives any “no” responses, it tells all cohorts to abort, and the transaction fails (it may be retried later). If the coordinator receives a “yes” from all cohorts, it sends a “COMMIT” message to all cohorts, and the cohorts can perform any operations in the transaction, and commit them (they become part of the system state). At this point, the cohorts cease to be prepared, as the transaction is complete.
Let’s sketch out what that would look like. It would be possible to, say, use Gloria as the coordinator. Since we’re planning on storing things on all three sites, Gloria, Harry, and Jasmine are all cohorts. In this case, each message sent in traditional 2PC becomes an SWST.

We shall call our abstract site $\alpha$. It has a trustworthiness of “all” or “any” of its participants, as:

$$outbound(\alpha) = outbound(Gloria) \cap outbound(Harry) \cap outbound(Jasmine)$$

$$inbound(\alpha) = inbound(Gloria) \sqcup inbound(Harry) \sqcup inbound(Jasmine)$$

We’ll assume that these three participants have some shared secret $SECRET$ which they only use in matter related to $\alpha$.

Keys of the form $\langle \alpha, \ell, \langle NAME, d \rangle \rangle$ will represent data stored on $\alpha$ which is in fact stored at site $NAME$ (which can be Gloria, Harry, or Jasmine). For completeness, all keys not of that form (which appear in puts) are stored on underlying site Gloria.

We’ll also use tokens like $READ_LOCKS$ in the keys under we store some of the other things sites must keep track of. For example, $\langle NAME, \ell, \langle SECRET, d, READ_LOCKS \rangle \rangle$ would be the key under which the read_locks which $\alpha$ keeps for key $\langle \alpha, \ell, \langle NAME, d \rangle \rangle$.

To translate a local transaction of remove_tids, gets, and puts into an abstract version, we need a notion of “inputs” and “outputs” of basic
operations mapping to “keys” from which SWSTs read and write. Suppose for each instance of a translated basic operation we create new, unique keys at some site (bounded by security constraints) which represent that input and/or output. This is analogous to instantiating variables for function inputs and outputs.

First we have to PREPARE all keys involved. For each site involved, we run an SWLT which checks locally if the relevant keys are already prepared under another transaction, and records whether or not this simulated transaction is prepared. The key for the “whether or not I’m prepared” value should be something like

\[
\langle\langle \text{name}, \ell, \langle \text{secret}, d, \text{prepare} \rangle \rangle \rangle
\]

For each identifier \(d\) used in the keys in the simulated transaction.

It spawns a child SWST which writes to the coordinator (Gloria), recording whether this site can prepare. This completes phase 1. The key for this record might be

\[
\langle\langle \text{gloria}, \ell, \langle \text{secret}, \text{simulated\_transaction\_identifier}, \text{name} \rangle \rangle \rangle
\]
Because we know the basic SWSTs from which we build our transaction are strongly serializable, one of these children must go last. Each child can therefore also check the entries left by the other cohorts, and one of them will find that either everyone is prepared, or someone cannot prepare. It then spawns child transactions that either commit (write changes) on all the cohorts, or abort (don’t write changes), and removes the PREPARE record.
If we assume some prior SWLT acts as the “start” point, and spawns this whole process, we can see that the actual message-passing pattern is exactly the same as in traditional 2PC.
To properly simulate an abstract site, we must also simulate `remove_tid(⟨α, ℓ, ⟨NAME, d⟩⟩, tid)`. This translates simply to an SWST which removes the given tid from the appropriate set of read locks.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\langle NAME, ℓ, \langle SECRET, d, READ_LOCKS⟩\rangle, &\quad \text{key(tid)}
\langle NAME, \lambda xy.x - \{y\}, \langle NAME, ℓ, \langle SECRET, d, READ_LOCKS⟩\rangle\rangle, \\
\text{…}
\end{align*}
\]

The child transactions are not defined here, but will be used to “string together” SWSTs into larger operations, much like continuations.

For the `gets` and `puts` of a transaction, things get slightly more complicated.
3.3.1 Analysis

A simple type analysis of this rendering of 2-phase commit demonstrates that the \textit{PREPARE} flags require information to flow between all pairs of involved sites. What’s more, since \textit{PREPARE} flags influence data written, all sites influence all data written. This brings to light the fundamental hidden channels in 2PC which our prior work on abort channels has begun to uncover.

3.4 Language Extensions

Lantian Zheng introduced the powerful notion of a \textbf{message synthesizer} \cite{99,97}. The idea is that multiple messages can together have security properties no single one can have. A \textbf{message synthesizer} waits to receive a set of messages, and then produces a message with a “stronger” label (in some sense).

For example, if a synthesizer awaits three messages, and produces a message when it receives any one of them, then the synthesized message is more \textit{available} than any of the three alone: no one, or even two site failures can stop the synthesized message. On the other hand, if a synthesizer awaits three messages, and only produces a message when it receives all three, \textit{and they’re the same}, then the resulting message has more \textit{integrity} than any of the original messages alone. Only an entity who can influence all three of the original messages can influence the synthesized message.

For synthesizers to work, labels must be divided into distinct Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability components. Specifically, if functions $C$, $I$, and $A$ of type $\ell \rightarrow \ell$ extract the confidentiality, Availability, and Integrity components, such that
\[
\ell = C(\ell) \sqcap I(\ell) \sqcap A(\ell)
\]
and
\[
\ell_1 \sqcup \ell_2 = (C(\ell_1) \sqcup C(\ell_2)) \sqcap (I(\ell_1) \sqcup I(\ell_2)) \sqcap (A(\ell_1) \sqcup A(\ell_2))
\]

Then we can change our language of functions. We can introduce two operations:

- $F_1 \land F_2$: If $F_1$ has $n$ inputs and $F_2$ has $m$ inputs, $F_1 \land F_2$ has $n + m$ inputs. It evaluates $F_1$ on the first $n$ inputs, and $F_2$ on the last $m$ inputs. If they return equal values, that value is returned. Otherwise,
NULL is returned. NULL can be thought of as “that datum does not exist at this time.”

If $F_1$ returns a value with label $\ell_1$, and $F_2$ returns a value with label $\ell_2$, $F_1 \land F_2$ returns a value with label:

$$(C(\ell_1) \sqcup C(\ell_2)) \quad (I(\ell_1) \sqcap I(\ell_2)) \quad (A(\ell_1) \sqcup A(\ell_2))$$

The resulting value has stronger integrity than either $F_1$ or $F_2$’s outputs alone, because the value is derived from both.

One might think that the confidentialities ought to be likewise $\sqcap$ instead of $\sqcup$. However, reading one, more public value and also reading the $\land$ of that public value and a private value would effectively test whether the private value is equal to the public value.

- $F_1 \lor F_2$: If $F_1$ has $n$ inputs and $F_2$ has $m$ inputs, $F_1 \land F_2$ has $n + m$ inputs. Conceptually, it evaluates $F_1$ on the first $n$ inputs, and $F_2$ on the last $m$ inputs. One of the results is then (non-deterministically) returned.

In reality, whichever result can be computed first (because the requisite reads complete) is returned.

If $F_1$ returns a value with label $\ell_1$, and $F_2$ returns a value with label $\ell_2$, $F_1 \lor F_2$ returns a value with label:

$$(C(\ell_1) \sqcup C(\ell_2)) \quad (I(\ell_1) \sqcup I(\ell_2)) \quad (A(\ell_1) \sqcap A(\ell_2))$$

The resulting value is more available than either $F_1$ or $F_2$’s outputs alone. However, it can be influenced by either, and so it’s only as trustworthy as their $\sqcap$. Likewise, it must be kept as secret as both, so confidentialities are joined as well.

In order to make use of these, our language must have some degree of functional composition.

I’m not sure how best to formalize this yet. One possible alternative that comes to mind is as follows.

Given a language of terminating functions $f$:

$$F := f \mid F \land F \mid F \lor F \mid F \circ_i F \mid \text{remap } F$$
Where $F_1 \circ_i F_2$ is functional composition, replacing the $i^{th}$ input of the first function with the output of the second. If $F_1$ has $n$ inputs, and $F_2$ has $m$, $F_1 \circ_i F_2$ has $m + n - 1$ inputs.

remap is a class of functions which take in $m$ inputs, and assigns them (not necessarily in order, and some may be repeated or omitted) to the $n$ inputs of $F$.

**Power**  With this new, more expressive language of functions, we have message synthesizers, and can construct transactions that assemble data more available or trusted than any input. These can be used to construct a variety of complex protocols which we have examined in prior work [80].

### 3.5 Syntax

At this time, the syntax of TinyTX (meaning what the text formatting and keywords of this language will look like) has not yet been determined. Again, TinyTX is not meant to be used directly by programmers, but rather as an intermediate language for proving and reasoning about distributed programs.

One possible syntax would follow the semantics ($\Delta$s as a 4-tuple) quite closely. The name or id of the $\Delta$ would be at the beginning of a code block divided into 5 parts: one for each element of the tuple, with the functions computed separated into their own entry for simplicity.

**NameHere** {
    Reads { . . . }
    WriteSite { . . . }
    Functions { . . . }
    Writes { . . . }
    ChildTransactions{ . . . }
}

The first section would list a key to read on each line, along with some local variable name to represent the value read.

**Reads** {
    x := <key_site, key_label, key_identifier>
    y := <key_site, key_label, key_identifier>
    . . .
}
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The second would simply name the site to which this SWST writes:

\[ \text{WriteSite\{ Alice \}} \]

The third would assign (unique) variable names to the results of terminating functions which may take prior variable names (such as those from the Reads section) as inputs:

\[
\text{Functions \{ }
\begin{align*}
    z & := x + y \\
    w & := z \times y \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \ldots \]

\[
\text{\}}
\]

The fourth section would detail which variables now defined to write where:

\[
\text{Writes \{ }
\begin{align*}
    x & \rightarrow <\text{Alice, key\_label, key\_identifier}> \\
    w & \rightarrow <\text{Alice, key\_label, key\_identifier}> \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \ldots \]

\[
\text{\}}
\]

Finally, the fifth section lists the names of child transactions to launch if certain variables now defined are true.

\[
\text{ChildTransactions \{ }
\begin{align*}
    z & \Rightarrow \text{ThatOtherTransaction} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \ldots \]

\[
\text{\}}
\]

### 3.6 Implementation

No implementation for TinyTX has yet begun. We aim to create both an efficient runtime for TinyTX, and a compiler which will analyse whole programs (sets of SWSTs) to optimize performance. Ideally, the security properties of our type system and the correctness of our compiler would be formally verifiable in a system like Coq [62]. Certainly Coq’s Galina specification language, which provides for provably terminating total functions, would be a strong candidate for the terminating functions in TinyTX.
4 Preliminary Results

This proposed thesis builds upon my previous work. It represents an alternative formalization which will hopefully provide easier / more automatic analysis of protocols such as Heterogeneous Fast Consensus, or Heterogeneous OARCast, which I have previously designed and checked painstakingly by hand [80]. This past research has provided insight into the vast and tragically underexplored space of distributed protocols with Heterogeneous Trust: any setting in which different participants have different ideas about which sites might fail and how.

For example, one previously analysed protocol, Heterogeneous Fast Consensus, generalizes the Bosco fast consensus algorithm. Without going into details of Consensus Algorithms, HFC customizes for particular data labels set by its participants. For some trust configurations of participants (constraints on who trusts data from whom), HFC can work in situations where no other Fast Consensus can. For one configuration of 5 participants, a traditional Fast Consensus such as Bosco would require 4 additional participants, and in simulation, takes almost twice as long to finish [80].

Prior work with the Fabric system [60] has revealed that complex protocols, and transactions especially, are tremendously difficult to get right. We found that Fabric’s two-phase commit protocol could leak information about arbitrarily secret data through whether transactions involving those secrets aborted or not. If a participant not cleared for that secret were also participating in such a transaction, it could learn from abort messages whether there were conflicts at the secret.

By building complex protocols from one basic but powerful unit, the Single Write Site Transaction, I hope to simplify this analysis. For this reason, it is crucial that SWSTs and their implementation are secure, and the security rules about how they fit together are air-tight. However, once these are established, it is much easier to build and check complex systems. I believe it may provide a more sound foundation for work along those lines.

5 Work Plan

TinyTX will require 4 main steps:

• Complete a formal definition of TinyTX’s syntax and semantics, complete with type and label definitions.
• Prove that this definition preserves Probabilistic Non-Interference.

• Implement an efficient and correct compiler and run-time system which can run TinyTX programs.

• Implement more complex, intricate protocols in TinyTX, and prove these formalizations are correct and secure.

I anticipate that the first two steps can be completed in a few months, depending on whether we attempt mechanically verifiable proofs of correctness. Ultimately, computer-checkable proofs are strongly desirable, but can prove extremely difficult to write.

Creating a correct and efficient compiler will take somewhat longer. I anticipate the project may require a year of work, if we want to implement existing transaction optimizations and efficient compilation. Our compiler will translate SWST descriptions to efficient code, likely in Java, C++, or a related language, and then take advantage of existing optimising compilers from there. Again, a computer-checkable proof that our compiler is correct is highly desirable. While some provably correct compilers exist ([54]), it is a daunting task, and will depend heavily on how complicated some optimizations are to verifiability prove correct. It also limits our available target languages to those with existing verified compilers, which may not include such attributes as network connections, critical to TinyTX.

6 Related Work

Programming languages for distributed systems (sometimes called distributed programming languages) are a topic of vigorous research. This work builds most closely on the Fabric project, which provides a rich language with an information-flow type system, and persistent objects stored on remote, distributed stores [60]. Specifically, Fabric’s type system is based on Jif’s type system [67], which adapts the Decentralized Label Model [65, 18]. Much like in TinyTX, each piece of information or variable is labelled, and under no circumstances should the label of one piece influence any information not permitted by its label.

Fabric’s high level approach has resulted in some tricky complexities. For example, each datum in Fabric has a security label limiting which other data it can affect, but it also needs another representing the security of the fact
that it is accessed. One might worry, for instance, that even though your regular plumber can’t know the content of your message, the fact that you have sent a message to a rival plumber reveals information. As we have uncovered in our previous work on “abort channels,” the mechanisms used to coordinate Fabric’s transactions can themselves leak information. TinyTX seeks a much simpler approach: each datum has one label, we have only one core distributed mechanism to check, and the information flow properties within that mechanism are fairly straightforward. This requires us to make certain simplifying assumptions. For example, the security of the fact that a read or write occurred is exactly that of the key identifying value the read or written.

TinyTX is also able to express more complicated distributed protocols than Fabric, which operates entirely in 2-Phase-Commit-based transactions. Our core language assumes only that security labels form a lattice. (This has become a norm in the IF community since Denning [27].) However, an extension specifying Lantian Zheng’s Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability labels [99] would allow TinyTX to express and analyse the kind of intricate, heterogeneous-trust protocols that we have experience designing [80].

6.1 Security Languages

There is a wealth of prior research on security and information-flow typed languages, the vast majority of which are designed for single-site programs [73, 70, 51, 98, 74, 66, 9, 68, 19, 86, 28, 39]. As a distributed language, TinyTX is fundamentally different from most of these. However, TinyTX uses many of the techniques explored in prior languages. For example, we incorporate the label of a datum into the key under which it is stored. This avoids the classic “aliasing” problem, in which two different processes store data of different security levels in the same “place.” This approach is strongly reminiscent of Secure Multi-Execution [28, 39], in which different copies of each Datum are kept for each security level. Our core label system, lattice, and sub-typing rules are all built on well-studied work [67, 18, 99].

Parallel programs have traditionally been difficult for security-typed languages [81, 87, 71, 94, 97]. Termination channels, or the ability to observe whether or not thread ever finishes, present one extremely difficult to analyse avenue of attack. We bypass at least part of this problem by requiring that all SWSTs be terminating: no correct program can run forever. It is still possible, with child transactions, that a kind of multi-SWST loop can exhibit
terminating or non-terminating behaviour. However, we are able to characterize which sites observe such behaviour, and can be certain that loops based on secret information only touch appropriate sites. We do not consider an adversary with the ability to see arbitrary network traffic.

Like TinyTX, many security-oriented languages maintain non-interference [63]. Loosely defined, non-interference requires that if two system states are indistinguishable to an observer before running a program, then after running the program on each system state, they remain indistinguishable from each other. This is tricky to adapt to a concurrent or parallel setting, since an observer might see changes made while the program is running. Two significant concurrent versions of non-interference emerge: possibilistic and probabilistic [81, 87, 94]. Possibilistic non-interference holds that when running a program on two indistinguishable states, the set of possible outcomes (including all intermediate states visible to the observer) must be identical. Unfortunately, it may be the case that while the set of possible outcomes is the same for both states, the odds of some outcomes are different [81, 87]. Consider a program that guesses a random integer from 1 to 100, and if the value is exactly 1, outputs some secret integer, and otherwise outputs some random integer (chosen from the same range as the secret). Technically, any integer output is possible regardless of the secret, but it really seems that the secret is being leaked here. Probabilistic non-interference requires that the probability distribution over the possibility sets be equal as well.

One approach to probabilistic non-interference is observational determinism [94, 71], wherein information available to the observer before a program begins completely determines everything the observer can see. This disallows systems with true non-determinism, a staple of distributed systems [75]. Specifically, traditional distributed system design holds that two messages sent from different sites to the same site “at the same time” may be received in either order, non-deterministically [51]. Some approaches, such as the calculus λPARSEC [94], explicitly forbid such race-conditions. These approaches are impractical for modeling distributed systems where sites themselves are differently trusted: there is no way to avoid networks reordering messages. TinyTX instead allows non-deterministic scheduling, but restricts the set of sites which can influence scheduling to those allowed to influence information involved. Although non-deterministic, TinyTX embraces probabilistic non-interference. The only untrusted source of non-determinism which might violate non-interference is the network itself. Thwarting a net-
work adversary is surprisingly difficult, and the topic or orthogonal research on anonymous communication [24].

TinyTX does, however, ignore one covert channel of note: timing. Some sites may be able to observe, for example, how long an action which involved secret information took to complete. While this does not explicitly affect the computation they perform, it may leak information. Traditional distributed systems models assume the network is *asynchronous*, and it is impossible to place limits on the time networks will take to deliver messages, making it very difficult to avoid such timing channels [51, 75]. Some recent research suggests that these models may not be well suited to real-world systems, in which networks have more predictable properties [8]. There has been a great deal of research into mitigating the effectiveness of timing channels in secure programming languages under various assumptions [95, 73]. We leave the incorporation of such techniques into TinyTX to future work, as our core model is built along the lines of more traditional distributed systems models.

### 6.2 Distributed Languages

Language design for distributed systems is also a rich and active field of research [55, 37, 57, 30]. TinyTX is far from alone is seeking to provide a basis for systems with provable properties, security and otherwise [37, 60, 45, 11, 73, 89]. Many such languages are built for special purposes, such as data analytics or data-parallel computing, requiring specialized data structures and restricting what kinds of computation are possible [13, 3, 90, 50, 40, 91, 88]. Some are based around slow primitives, such as multi-phase commit procedures [60], or rely on processor-intense model-checking to prove properties [89].

Most distributed or concurrent languages are designed to make distributed computing easier or more intuitive for the programmer. This is an evident goal both in industrial languages like Erlang [4] and Go [38], and many research languages [37, 60, 13, 3, 90, 50, 40, 91, 88, 59, 92, 43, 11, 83, 15, 35, 45]. TinyTX does not share this objective. Instead, we seek to create a low-level language that is easy to analyse and compile to extremely efficient systems. Some pre-existing distributed languages with more complicated primitives may do well to compile to TinyTX.

TinyTX allows arbitrary data to be stored at arbitrary locations, specified by the program. Its primitives are comparatively small and light, while providing security and serializability, a very strong consistency guarantee [69].
TinyTX’s primitives are also comparatively simple, making them easier to reason about without overlooking intricate corner cases. We hope that a language-based analysis of TinyTX’s simple primitives will yield the ability to produce strong proofs about complex system properties without trying to build a complete model of all possible system states and checking all possible traces [89].

TinyTX has a close cousin in Zheng’s DSR [97], which also presents a low-level distributed language with rich security labels. DSR, however, uses substantially different primitives, which make it more difficult to build up layers of abstraction (such as many sites working together to form an abstract site). DSR also is not designed around the idea of persistent storage, and was never implemented.

6.3 Distributed Frameworks

TinyTX is meant to provide low-level primitives for building secure distributed systems. Extremely popular frameworks like MapReduce [25], hadoop [23], and Dryad [44] have enjoyed widespread industrial popularity [53, 17], spawned a number of modifications and optimizations, and serve as the basis for several higher-level systems [1, 53, 29, 10, 33, 21]. While some of these modifications, notably Airavat [72] and SilverLine [49], add security properties to these frameworks, none account for cross-domain sites, which may be trusted with different secrets. While Airavat, for example, can provide differential privacy metrics (which TinyTX cannot), the labels used to express security policies on each datum are not nearly as flexible as TinyTX’s.

TinyTX is designed to be a lower-level language than all of these frameworks. Indeed, MapReduce could itself be re-implemented in TinyTX. In this way, TinyTX is much less limiting in the kinds of computation it can express.

TinyTX’s core mechanism, the Single Write-Site Transaction, is a lightweight primitive meant to provide serializability. Serializability is a popular abstraction that can help make distributed programs easier to reason about. It requires that for any observable system state, there exists some “serial” total ordering of transactions, such that if they each executed, one after another, from the beginning of the system, the observation would be explained. What’s more, any later observation must have a serial ordering that begins with the one for the previous operation. This provides the illusion that transactions are executed individually, one after another [69]. This concept was
originally applied to transactions on databases (sometimes called “ACID”), but can be applied to distributed computing systems in general.

There are many existing distributed frameworks that build on low-level serializable transactions, including Sinfonia [2], Thor [58], Granola [22], Calvin [84], and ROCOCO [64]. Each of these ultimately requires a 2 round commit protocol for some transactions, making their basic components slower, but more expressive, than TinyTX’s. Many of the optimization techniques developed for these systems can apply to, and should be used with, TinyTX. For example, ROCOCO makes heavy use of transaction chopping [78, 79, 96] to divide transactions into smaller atomic units, which can be safely committed independently. Granola identifies independent distributed transactions, based on data structures which do not require agreement on update orderings.

With the exception of Fabric [60], none of these kinds of frameworks offer the kind of language-based security policies TinyTX offers. Each however, represents an innovation in transaction processing, from which TinyTX can benefit. Database systems like IFDB [76] and various Multilevel Secure Databases [46, 82, 47, 5, 48] also provide rich security policies, but make much stronger assumptions than TinyTX about how data is stored, and what computation can be performed.

Prior work on optimizing transactions will be critical to TinyTX’s implementation. Work in coordination avoidance [7], commutative transactions [20, 56], convergent and commutative data types [77], and transaction chopping [14, 64] will be critical to ensuring the TinyTX compiler results in optimally efficient transactions. Each of these are techniques for identifying and removing cases of false-conflict: when two transactions need not be consistently ordered (the results would be the same for some interleaving), but ordering is required anyway.

TinyTX also borrows from some non-serializable systems. TinyTX’s serialization mechanism is a modified version of traditional causal consistency mechanisms from systems like COPS [61], GentleRain [32], or Orbe [31]. Causal consistency requires that if some transaction A writes a value, and another transaction B reads that value, then A is scheduled before B. Unlike serializability, however, causal consistency does not require that the schedule be totally ordered: the before relation is only a strict partial order. This still allows for the possibility that multiple transactions happen “at the same time,” (no one of them scheduled before any other) and so none read the results written by of any of the others. TinyTX’s Single Write-Site Transactions (SWSTs), however, maintain true serializability, which is a strictly
stronger property.

7 Conclusion

Secure, analysable distributed systems have proven extremely difficult in the past. Nevertheless, they have become more important than ever, as medical records, personal communications, and surveillance data are all moving into massive, interconnected distributed systems. No existing language or framework is both general enough to express all distributed protocols, and possesses necessary security guarantees. TinyTX builds upon our prior work in distributed protocols and security languages, and will provide a low-level building block for complex, secure distributed systems. This will aid in the compilation and analysis of future distributed programs, and help programmers to avoid the mistakes of the past.
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